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Abstract 

The curiosity of different beliefs to “tragedy” between the two worlds, Eastern where tragedy is 
unpleasant and Western where tragedy is praised as high art form since Ancient Greek. The 
reason that they are very different as two ends from one point and how to present them directly to 
understandable stage in art forms itself are questioned. 

This essay is a research into philosophical living and belief relates to tragedy in Eastern and 
Western views toward tragedy in art forms. The way tragedy has been put differently and the way 
people treat this feeling. There is a border which is deep-seated into each cultures. The relation of 
time is used to explain tragedy in Ancient Greek. Western tragedy is big enough to play a main 
role while Eastern tragedy play a part of the whole in one legend or story. The study of Andy 
Warhol’s method “Traumatic Realism” which is relevant to starting question explains the direction 
of using repetition as presentation in order to bring viewers get into trauma at its surface. 
Picasso’s painting “Tragedy”, Edward Gorey’s storytelling illustration “The Hapless Child”, and 
Marina Abramovic’s performance “Balkan Baroque”, are used to discuss their techniques and 
statements based on tragedy from different forms. There is a touching point from Warhol’s and 
Abramovic’s works. 

Conclusion talks about the method to present tragedy right there in the work. Selections of 
pictures are used to tell direction of tragedy in the work. Hierarchy of perception and changing of 
time in works are explained by Ancient Greek tragedy philosophy and Warhol’s repetition. 

Feeling is gradually changed. Traces can be found. Time is taking it away. 
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The Tell of Tragedy  

How tragedy comes to attention?	  

The difference between beliefs in the Eastern and Western cultures has brought me to curiosity. I 
have lived most of my life and engaged myself into Eastern customs, which says adversity is 
unpleasant, so we should not talk or remind of any melancholic story once it has passed. For 
example, at funerals, we have a traditional ceremony of providing rest to the soul of the departed, 
and then we leave the story behind. In literature, tragedy is to fulfill literary sentiments. Not many 
forms of art mention this kind of emotion. 

On the other hand, Western culture which has unique definition of tragedy has talked about 
tragedy for century. Tragic theatres and poets have long existed, providing access to the idea of 
tragedy without the feeling of adversity. The dissimilar in social philosophy between the West and 
the East is to me a great mystery. Why is it different? Is it the beauty of tragedy fascinates only 
the Western people, but not the Eastern people? 

While reading Cynthia Freeland’s But Is It Art? under the topic “Tragedy and Imitation” which 
discusses the ideas of tragedy based on Plato’s and Aristotle’s points of view, there is sharp 
contrast in their fundamental details: Plato said Tragedy in art forms is not art but it is simply 
duplication of things in our world while Aristotle believed there was no separation between realms 
of ideas and nature. Both of their ideas have been changed in today’s world. This controversial 
topic has caught my attention and prompted me to study further into the aspect of “tragedy”. This 
book also talks about ideas of tragedy which have been playing along in other eras after ancient 
Greek up to the present. 

There are numerous works that have been inspired by tragic emotions. My curiosity as to why 
such depressing emotions prevail over other emotions has brought me to the starting point of my 
exam work: Why are melancholic moments like “tragedy” so prevalent in art? 

Additionally, looking into those numerous works is many times the understanding of art has been 
taken over by confusion. The confusion is failure of communication solely via art language, in 
which case verbal language is needed for better explanation. We are often lost during the way 
trying to understand artists’ messages through their works, but reading the description labeled on 
the side of works in an exhibition can sometimes help us understand their meaning, as well as the 
artists’ purpose and expression. It is sometimes a shame when the messages are not present for 
viewers to comprehend and contemplate on simultaneously while appreciating the art works. 
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From this raises a question about art as a visual language: Should it be wholly comprehensible 
and clarifying within itself? 

The questions of all above lead me to other bigger-scale questions: 
Is it possible to convey feeling of tragedy in art forms by telling a story through the work? 
In what direction can I tell tragedy story in jewellery piece?  
How diverse can these telling techniques be?  

 

What is tragedy? 

Tragedy is a form of art based on human suffering. It is a specific tradition of drama and poets 
have played a unique role historically in the self-definition of Western civilization. It has remained 
an important site of cultural experimentation, negotiation, struggle, and change appealed by a 
number of philosophers’ studies. 

One of the most important sites as mentioned is that tragedy plays itself as a tool to purify 
human’s mind in Ancient Greek society. It was put into plays so that everyone in the society could 
enjoy the depiction and statement under tragedy. In this sense, audiences have had a chance to 
get through fear and sympathy. Thus tragedy has brought the state of purification in human’s 
mind. Moreover this sense will additionally extend and at the same time control our sentimentality. 
It is a homeopathic curing.	  

 

Formless and gross did tragedy arise, 
A simple chorus, rather mad than wise; 
For fruitful vintages the dancing throng 
Roar'd to the God of grapes a drunken song: 
Wild mirth and wine sustain'd the frantic note, 
And the best singer had the prize, a goat. 

Tragedy has appeared in art since the ancient Greek time. Classical tragedy began in Athens in 
the sixth century BCE as part of a spring celebration of Dionysus, god of the grape harvest, 
dancing, and drinking. According to Greek mythology, he had been dismembered and eaten by 
the Titans but was born again like vine plants in spring. Tragedy in Dionysus’s death and rebirth 
straddle several layers of meaning: religious, civic, and political. 
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Figure 1: Mask of Dionysus.	  

Ancient discussion of tragedy introduces one of the most persistent of all theories of art: the 
imitation theory, meaning art is an imitation of nature or of human life and action. Renowned 
philosophers like Plato (427-347 BCE) and Aristotle (384-322 BCE) also had definitions of 
tragedy in their philosophical ideas. 

Plato regarded art forms like sculpture, painting, pottery, architecture and tragedy as ‘mimesis’ or 
imitation of reality. In other words, they are more of skilled crafts than pure art. He said all 
imitations, including tragedies, offered mere imitation of things in our world and failed to depict the 
realities by either ‘forms’ or ‘ideas’. 

 

"Tragedy is a form of drama exciting the emotions of pity and fear. Its action should 
be single and complete, presenting a reversal of fortune, involving persons renowned and 

of superior attainments, and it should be written in poetry embellished with every kind of 
artistic expression." 

Aristotle 
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Aristotle put his argument in his poems that imitation is something natural that human had 
enjoyed from an early age, and could even learn from. He believed that tragedy could educate us 
by appealing to our mind, feelings, and senses. If a tragedy shows how a good person confronts 
adversity, it elicits a cleansing or ‘catharsis’ through emotions of fear and pity. Tragedy is 
characterized by seriousness and dignity and involving a great person who experiences a 
reversal of fortune. Aristotle did not explicitly discuss the civic and religious dimensions of tragedy 
because he abstracted the art of tragedy from its context and this could be applied to tragedies 
from other eras. (Freeland, 2001, p.30-35) 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Euripides’ Medea bids farewell to her children 

 

Go, go … I cannot look at you. 
I am in agony, and lost. 

The evil that I do, I understand full well, 
But a passion drives me greater than my will.  
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In many Greek tragedies, the reflection of time has simultaneously put into the story. Choices 
made and deeds performed before the start of the play initiate the chain of consequences whose 
inexorability can be conceptualized by both characters and spectators as “fates”. The past is a 
continuing nightmare from which no one escapes. Fate carries with it the implication of 
bloodshed. Within such a framework the precise details of the future are hidden from most of the 
characters, but we know that it will be a future which has been determined by the past. When we 
eventually see it we will recognize the logic of what comes to pass. This idea corresponds to 
Aristotle concept of tragedy which mentioned about reversal of fortune. Greek tragedy is filled 
with prophets, seers, and oracles, but the future which they see and predict is one which has 
been predetermined by the past and is therefore part of an “untensed” conception of time, in 
which all time is simultaneously present. Most of the characters, by contrast, struggle 
unknowingly toward their future with the quite different, and more fully human, consciousness of 
time as a developing and still uncompleted sequence of moments. Thus Greek tragedy enacts the 
paradoxical relationship between Being and Becoming which preoccupied many Greek 
philosophers. (Silverstone, Brown,2007,p.262) 

Since then, tragedy has continuously been in art forms till nowadays. The idea of tragedy has 
been changed and shaped by human, environment, and society. In the modern world, tragedy no 
longer plays the role of celebration of Dionysus, but existing as an expression of sadness and 
pity. Even though there is no sense of celebration, the modern-day definition of tragedy has 
inspired and created countless artworks of our time. 

 

In the Eastern world, there is no such philosopher who gave definition to tragedy like the Ancient 
Greek. The way we perceive and learn tragedy in art forms is by legend, novel, and tale. Then 
later the forms of play and opera will be played after their success in quality and status. There are 
many novels and folk tales in curtain area that were said to convey rational belief and living 
philosophy. These stories are deep-seated for society dogma and become religion teachings 
since long time. Later the trade has connected each land, and that caused the publicizing of 
literatures from original land to other. The great origins of Eastern sort-of-tragedy are India and 
China. Their literatures had been issued since the 5th to 4th century B.C. There is no story which 
truly pointed tragedy out as main notion. 

One of Eastern greatest legends is Ramayana. It originates from India under Hindu religion, and it 
was said that Ramayana is Indian’s first poet. It is ascribed to the Hindu sage Valmiki and forms 
an important part of the Hindu canon. The Ramayana is one of the two great epics of India, the 
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other being the Mahabharata. It depicts the duties of relationships, portraying ideal characters like 
the ideal servant, the ideal brother, the ideal wife and the ideal king. The story is about war over 
regions with many different characters and families. This has brought various thoughts and 
followers exploring the tenets of human existence and the concept of dharma. Main characters 
are  

• Rama is the hero of the tale. Portrayed as the seventh incarnation of the God Vishnu. 
• Sita is the beloved wife of Rama and is abducted by the demon king of Lanka, Ravana. 

She is the incarnation of Goddess Lakshmi, the consort of Vishnu. Sita is portrayed as the 
epitome of female purity and virtue. 

• Hanuman is portrayed as an incarnation of the God Vayu (He is also called Rudra) and an 
ideal bhakta of Rama. 

• Lakshmana, the younger brother of Rama 
• Ravana, a rakshasa, is the king of Lanka. He is portrayed as a powerful demon king who 

disturbs the penances of Rishis. Vishnu incarnates as the human Rama to defeat him, 
thus circumventing the boon given by Brahma. 

• and more. 

 

The tragedy had been put into the fate of the demon-king Ravana. He has same tragic flaw 
character as Greek tragedy concept. He was born in a great origin and ability. Due to his gallantry 
and flirt caused a big war over his family and clan. As well he was killed by Rama. On the other 
hand, he has true love to his wife even though his wife was fooled by Hanuman but he still 
enthroned her as his right consort. It is a conflict point compare to other characters. Rama does 
not have trust to his wife after she was fooled by Ravana though she had tried to prove her 
virtuousness to Rama. Hanuman has his family of two daughters, and two children from one-night 
stand relationship. 

There are other versions of the Ramayana, notably Buddhist (Dasaratha Jataka No. 461) and 
Jain in India, and also Indonesian, Thai, Lao, Burmese and Malay versions of the tale. 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ramayana) 
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Figure 3: Rama (right) seated on the shoulders of Hanuman, battles the demon-king Ravana. 

In Eastern society, the belief related to religion is the greatest compare to other sorts of legend or 
belief. The story that relates to tragedy is simultaneously put as a part of the whole. It plays a role 
as the truth of life and gives human awareness to live our lives consciously. Also, it shows that 
there are two sides parallel naturally, like black and white. To Buddhism, as I am Buddhist, the 
dogma is partly influent from Hinduism because both religions have the same area of origin, India. 
Hindu was there long before Buddhism. Beliefs and legends then were put into the root of people 
lives. Thus many Hinduism and Buddhism teachings had been there as well. Buddhism was 
founded by Siddhārtha Gautama, Buddha. The main teaching he gave is “Middle Path”, a path of 
moderation away from the extremes of self-indulgence and self-mortification. So that tragedy is 
sort of telling the extreme layer of one side, while the other side is joy. 
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“Middle Path” also teaches human not to be extreme in one way. Joy brings us very positive part 
of life, while tragic moment gives us the other end contrary to joy as balance. Both of the two 
sides are not forever. The more we feel sad, the more we are hurting ourselves. In addition to 
Buddhist belief, whatever way we hurt others is a sinful deed, including hurting ourselves. This is 
life philosophy in Eastern world related to Buddhist I have been living with. 

As well, I would like to add a little part of Chinese life style. I am from Chinese roots although I 
have lived all my life in Thailand. The tradition we have might already be different from Chinese in 
China. Anyhow I would like to share an example of Chinese funeral I have experienced. Once a 
member of family passes away, we do our best to provide rest to the soul. Everyone in family 
comes to pay respect to the deceased. Crying and mourning, though not encouraged as it is 
believed the dead would feel worried, are usual actions since it is a loss of our family member. 
After the ceremony, we would not remind ourselves of the sorrow. Life goes on and we do pay 
respect to the departed soul every year by praying and offering food. There are several days 
according to Chinese moon calendar for this praying ceremony. Later, the day of remembering a 
family member’s death becomes a big, sumptuous feast and a happy moment for gathering with 
family members. This is a trick of bringing family’s unity. There is no more talking about sad 
departure or any sort of tragic sense to the one who passed away.  
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Every beginning has an end. 
The beginning starts the journey, the end starts another story.  

The beginning brings its life, the end brings changes to others. 

They are parallel, as to happy and sad. 

If the beginning is a source of flourish merry, 
therefore the end is a source of tremendous pain. 

Between the two edges of beginning and ending, there are many incidences which lead to various 
expressions in human --- happiness, excitement, pain, sadness and so on. These are the basic 
feelings human usually experience. Along the journey, we perceive and learn many aspects of 
different emotions. While emotions come and go, they leave a print behind on our memories, 
whether for a long time or a short time depending on the person and the experience. 
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What is before tragedy? 

Firstly, I would like to discuss about the arrival of human’s feeling and expression which naturally 
makes human different from other kinds of creatures. It is how we perceive and emotionally 
express that matters in this topic.	  

Below is a summary graphic I have made to show the sequences of the way we feel and release 
our feelings in expression. Our inner emotions are aroused by all surroundings, which means 
everything that activates human’s inner perception and feelings. We collect those inner feelings in 
a “collection-box”. Human has learned to handle and shape feelings by social intelligence 
behavior. Negative inception causes bad power that we have to keep and not to radically let it out. 
On the other hand, positive power we have as a result of good feelings tends to be expressed 
anytime. Once the inner feeling is released, it is called an expression. 

 

 
Figure 4: Expression process in human 

Negative power stimulates depressing feelings. To human nature, sadness most likely stays with 
us longer than happiness or any other feelings. To my observation, we basically appreciate 
positive emotions in celebration and pleasure, and would like to have this positive feeling 
remaining with us. Sadness and tragedy, contrastingly, are most readily deterred. In reality, 
sadness or tragedy stays with us longer though it is unpleasant. We try to stay away and prevent 
all aspects that cause tragedy, yet it is impossible. Thus we have to learn to live with it and handle 
it properly. 
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By proper it means in a civilized and constructive way. Some people lose control of dealing with 
sadness, and then channel it out into either tears or violence. A group of people, such as artists, 
can use this negative emotion as an inspiration to produce works to express and to relieve their 
feelings. Expressing emotions is one of the most effective methods to release the pain one is 
suffering from but does not know how to alleviate it. 

 
 

 
Figure 5: Experience through expression 

Tragedy happens not only through expression but also through perception of other people’s 
portrayal of feelings. We collect memories by experiencing them. Interestingly, in those moments 
of sadness, we perceive objects and surrounding atmosphere without noticing ourselves are 
building a memory of the feeling. Our mind, as a collector in this case, is a future reminder when 
we see something similar, creating memories of sadness and relating certain objects and 
atmospheres to that particular feeling. In other words, we can be reminded of sadness or 
experience the emotion directly by our own experience of by being affected as viewers who 
happen to be in the tragic situation. 
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How to tell of tragedy in the way of presenting?  

My main idea is to be able to comprehensibly convey my message of tragedy in my work so that 
the audience can understand instantly upon seeing the work, and be able to interpret and feel by 
themselves. To my view, confusion about what the artwork is trying to say is one of the major 
problems in art consumption. To this point, I have found a relevant philosophical concept by Andy 
Warhol in describing his pop art in superrealism.  

Andy Warhol’s pop art movement has enlightened my working approach. Pop art, as most 
superrealism, plays its theme to show its meaning on the surface. It is a subterfuge against 
reality, an art that pledges not only to pacify the real but to seal itunderneath the surface and 
embalm it in appearances. 

 

“If you want to know all about Andy Warhol, just look at the surface of my paintings 
and films and me, and there I am. There’s nothing behind it”. 

Andy Warhol. 1928-1987 

 

In The Return of the Real written by Hal Foster, the author said that pop is related to surrealism 
as “traumatic realism”. In the early 1960’s, Jacques Lacan (a French psychoanalyst, 1902-1981) 
was concerned to define “the real” of trauma. A seminar titled “The Unconscious and Repetition” 
was set and discussed. It was more or less at the same time with the “Death in America”, a work 
set by Andy Warhol. He defined the traumatic experience as a missed encounter with the real. 
The real cannot be represented; it can only be repeated, indeed it must be repeated. (Foster,1996, 
p.132) 

Traumatic Realism 

 “I want to be a machine”.  Andy Warhol 

In Popism, Warhol glosses this embrace of boredom repetition, domination:  

“I don’t want it to be essentially the same – I want it to be exactly the same. Because the 
more you look at the same exact thing, the more the meaning goes away, and the better and 
emptier you feel”. 
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For one thing the Warhol repetitions not only reproduce traumatic effects, they also produce 
them. Somehow in these repetitions, several contradictory things occur at the same time: a 
warding away of traumatic significance and as opening out to it, a defending against traumatic 
affect and a producing of it.	  

Repetition in Warhol is not reproduction in the sense of representation or simulation. Rather, 
repetition serves to screen the real understood as traumatic. But this very need also points to the 
real, and at this point the real ruptures the screen of repetition. It is a rupture less in the world 
than in the subject – between the perception and the consciousness of a subject touched by an 
image. The confusion about the location of the rupture is a confusion of subject and world, inside 
and outside. It is an aspect of trauma; indeed, it may be this confusion that is traumatic. (Foster, 
1996, p.134) 

The objective of superrealism can be in at least three ways: 

o To represent apparent reality as a coded sign, often manifestly based on a photograph or 
postcard. This superrealism shows the real as already absorbed into the symbolic. 

o To reproduce apparent reality as a fluid surface. This superrealism derealizes the real with 
simulacra (as if it is real). 

o To represent apparent reality as a visual conundrum with reflections and refractions of 
many sorts. 

One of the most famous work in Popism by Andy Warhol is White Burning Car that showed his 
idea realated to “Traumatic Realism”. 

The Car Crash project that Warhol made between late 1962 and early 1964 formed the most 
varied and extensive group of pictures in his seminal series of Death and Disaster paintings. 
Drawing on six different documentary source photographs, horrific and increasingly bizarre fatal 
accidents, Warhol's Car Crashes remain among the most powerful, challenging and provocative 
paintings made by any artist in the Post-War era. 

White Burning Car III (1963) is part of a fantastically morbid series known as “Death and 
Disaster”. These serigraphs were all based on grainy, black and white tabloid images of race 
riots, suicide, fatal accident scenes and instruments of death including electric chairs, guns and 
atomic bomb blasts. The arguably best-known and most gruesome component of this macabre lot 
is Warhol's set of Car Crashes, of which the five "Burning Cars" are extremely highly prized. 
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Figure 6: Andy Warhol, White Burning Car III  

This Burning Car is based on John Whitehead's photograph. Whitehead's shot captured the 
aftermath of the fiery conclusion of a police chase in Seattle. The car that had been pursued 
overturned at 60 mph, ejecting its driver at a speed sufficient to impale his body on a climbing 
spike in a utility pole. 
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The picture of the burning car is gruesome enough, but its repetition is galling and this is the point 
to the operation of the rupture in Warhol. It works less through content than through technique, 
especially through the floating flashes of the silkscreen process, the slipping and streaking, 
blanching and blanking, repeating and coloring of the images. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What elements are used in order to tell of tragedy? 

To convey a short message on object, it is most possible to show sign, while is east to tell the 
story of objects that could be symbolic. As mentioned before that we, in general, perceive tragedy 
by seeing objects and surrounding atmosphere, these factors are related to tragic moments 
according to human perception in general like color, texture, form, composition, and atmosphere. 
They can be seen in paintings, photographs, and artworks. 

Next are examples I would like to show and discuss about regarding the aforementioned symbols 
and factors. The study is from various fields of art so that we can see more clearly in detail, which 
is the point I would like to communicate. As I believe almost all kinds of art form are linked and 
able to be associated in a way, I would like to talk about “tragedy” in different forms. 
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The Tragedy (1903) 
Pablo Picasso 
 
 

 

Figure 7: Pablo Picasso, The Tragedy 

 
“What comes out in the end is the result of the discarded finds” 

 Pablo Picasso  
 

The picture of a poor family of three is under desperation in blue shade. They were standing in 
angular gesture and emaciated, wearing long dark blue cloths standing barefoot by seashore, lost 
in contemplation. Their attires are folk wear. The parents were folding their arms faced down 
while the boy’s hands were reaching out for something or looking for support. The landscape is in 
the middle of nowhere. These men and women no long evoke contemporary life; they have 
nothing in common with the tense. The painting is enigmatic imagination. Color and posture 
obviously show principle tragic motion. It is said that this painting is a marvelous case study about 
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bereavement. The title is provocative. Is the tragedy an illness or death, or is it that their grief 
locked them in their own loneliness? 

This painting was painted in Picasso’s “Blue Period” (1901-1904). His blue paintings portray 
destitute human beings. To his poverty, to his habit of working at night by the light of a petrol-
lamp, or to a more emotional and spiritual meaning betraying his sympathy for the human 
condition, blue was chosen deliberately — deep and cold, signifying misery and despair — to 
intensify the hopelessness of the figures depicted, such as beggars, prostitutes, the blind, out-of-
work actors and circus folk, as well as Picasso himself and his penniless friends. At the time, 
Picasso even wore blue clothes. He devoured the people, the events, and the things around him 
with great passion and transformed these into his art. 

(http://litmed.med.nyu.edu/Annotation?action=view&annid=10387) 

Overall, the color shade of his choice includes blue, dark blue, greenish blue, and black, which 
are all in the dark tone on color palette. To be able to show the tragedy, there needs to be more 
than one color in one curtain tone in order to express different emotions, so that all colors are 
combined to tell the point of sadness in the painting. Posture and figure are additionally talking to 
his painting. The desperate standing and looking down are saying sorrow in them. The elongated 
proportion, the ecstatic and angular posture, the relation between space and figures, Picasso 
employed these elements to express a feeling peculiar to his time-solidarity with distressed, 
famished, oppressed humanity. 

From my first study case, it is a fine example for showing main compositions of tragedy, color, 
posture, and figure. 

Is it the color blue that influences sadness in reality? 

Is it appropriate to say “I’m blue" when I feel sad? 
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The Hapless Child (1961) 
Edward Gorey 
 

 
Figure 8: The Hapless Child cover. 

 
 

A young girl named Charlotte Sophia. She was a daughter of a colonel who was called to 
the war in Africa. One day a letter came saying that her father died in the war, which caused her 
mother die of grief. She was sent to boarding school. Everyone in the school treated her bad and 
she tried to escape. She fell out from the wall unconsciously and was taken by a man who had 
her made artificial flowers in the low room with only one lamp hanging on the ceiling until she was 
almost blind. One day this bad guy has gone wild that she fled from his place. She fell on the 
street behind a cart which belonged to her father who was not dead and came back to find her. 
He carried the girl up without recognizing that this was his daughter because she had changed 
very much. 
 
Edward Gorey told his story through illustration with short sentences describing every picture. 
This story, of course, is not based on true story but possibly based on the real of life accident 
which has been plotted to happen to one girl. The presentation in black & white illustration 
supports the dark side of the world. Every detail is carefully illustrated and it makes his work come 
to talking stage. The abundance of different line sketches and textures have brought up and 
emphasized dull atmosphere. It might be blue sky from in his imagination but what is obvious to 
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audiences is not. The more the story goes tragic, the more we imagine in black & white 
atmosphere as the illustration is. The presenting in two-tone is leading to the point of tragedy in 
mood and atmosphere aspect. 
 
Look into his book “The Hapless Child”, all illustrated pictures have different kind of monsters 
following Charlotte everywhere. I think they represent the evil who has been following the little girl 
every moment everywhere. Besides black & white, Gorey also used symbolic technique to 
communicate with readers in his tragic point of view. 
 

 
Figure 9: An illustration from The Hapless Child with monster in it. 

 
This is an example of bringing viewers through compositions to the point the artist wanted to say. 
It depicts many sad and torturing moments in Charlotte’s life but it does not matter how we feel at 
the end, we might cry or laugh, but his purpose is to show the sad side of life. It is almost the 
same idea of making sad movies nowadays.  
 
The story tells of endless suffering that leads the readers to sadness. But the more distressing 
incidents continuously occurs, it turns the story into a tragicomedy. 
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Balkan Baroque (1997) 
Marina Abramovic 
 

 
Figure 10 : Balkan Baroque, Performance art.  

“When the war started in Bosnia, it was a difficult time for me. I was not there. I was living 
since long time outside of the country. And I remember so many artists immediately reacting and 
made the work and protested on the horrors of that war. And I remember that I could not do 
anything it was too close to me. I went to Belgrade and I interviewed my mother, my father and 
the man who catches rats for 35 years of his life. There is a few things happening in this 
installation. It’s the positions of the hands of my father. My father with the pistol; my mother’s first 
showing empty hands and then with a cross and hand in her eyes. And then, it’s me first as a 
doctor telling the story of the rat catcher and then as a sexy dancer, dancing to the Bulgarian 
czardas (char’dash). And then in the mean time, there is a huge pile of bones which during the 
entire performance I am sitting and washing. It was summer in Venice, very very hot. And after 
few days already worms started coming out of the bones, and the smell was unbearable. The all 
idea that by washing bones and trying to scrub the blood is impossible. You can’t wash the blood 
from your hands as you can’t wash the shame from the war. But also was important to transcend 
it, that can be use this image for any war anywhere in the world. So this become from personal 
that can be universal.” 

Marina Abramovic 
(http://www.moma.org/explore/multimedia/audios/190/1988) 
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This performing art was performed in Venice Biennale in 1997. Marina was trying to send a 
message via her work to everyone to realize the situation of all wars in this world using her 
intimate feeling to the issue. To her, it is obvious that she had experienced the situation she was 
telling. Loss and pain were apparent in her work. The message she was giving is very 
contemporary and it may stay till the next era because it is showing that all wars always come to 
the same end --- death and shame. Blood and bones in a big pile metaphorically represent 
thousands of dead people in an inevitable time of trouble. The image of a person sitting there 
alone trying to wash blood is lonesome, and further enhanced with the white costume covered 
with bloodstain.  
 
Imagine being in a war field and seeing one person trying to clean his/her relatives --- it is 
undeniably an intense distress. When we have to face a turmoil caused by political war, it is 
unbearable to accept the immense loss --- not only our life, but also everything we used to have 
just a moment before it all started. It is a great scar for one who actually experiences the situation. 
The pain can be healed, but a scar will be left behind as a reminder for us to see, as it will always 
be there. First it is pain, then it becomes a lesson that we should learn from. She was using her 
performance to tell and teach at the same time. 
 

In her performance, Marina chose to use cow bone as a symbol of death. These fresh bones with 
bloodstain on them tell a story on their own in an uncomplicated way for ordinary people to 
understand her message. This case greatly appeals to me, as it is exactly the stepping-stone to 
the idea that I am searching for. 
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What is the relation between method and example cases related to tragedy? 

From all studies I have talked about, they are all having different features in themselves. Each of 
them has its’ dominant to show tragic telling following artists’ aptitude. 

To my study method, Andy Warhol’s Superrealism, “repetition as representation” is relevant to 
one of the examples I have talked about in previous chapter. Even though the media are 
presented in different forms of art, they take us to the same tragic storytelling. The visual works 
have repetition that talks directly to sorrow content. The differences are background stories and 
techniques, as in Marina Abramovic’s Balkan Baroque. 

Andy Warhol’s way of presenting traumatic realism was by using paintings, films, and 
photographs as his media in order to lead viewers approaching to his message. Like his White 
Burning Car III, the picture of car accident with a dead man hanging on the pole. It is a copy of the 
real accident which contains the whole atmosphere of the situation, only softened in black & white 
that makes the picture delicate. Therefore his works mostly activates audiences’ perception in the 
sense of eyes while it performs repetition. They come to flat format in 2-dimension picture. This 2-
dimension art makes itself as a stop motion from the whole story. On the other hand, the sight is 
not enough to perceive a closer and comprehensive explanation compared to performing art or 3-
dimension arts that are possible to see from different sides. We could sense 2-dimension art 
deeper only looking more at the work, and then tragedy gradually comes. 

The advantage of using picture is that we can see the atmosphere as a real overall in it. The 
perception of all structures that we normally have in mind will easily lead us to the best 
interpretation. It is easy to convey to the audience in this sense. Even though Warhol used 
repetition in his presentation, there is a border between works and viewers at one point 
comparing to Abramovic’s performance. 

Regarding his repetition concept, I believe it truly shows his message in order to make viewers 
feel the traumatic sense when looking at pictures many times. All elements composited accident 
real crashed car with smoke and dead man. On the contrary, the silkscreen technique in Warhol’s 
series makes the real distorted from original photograph. It has decreased the intensity of 
traumatic tragedy. The more it was produced, the more it gradually turns to be a collecting piece 
of art and loses its original meaning. Work should more be honored than be lessened in its 
meaning and appreciation by only trying to appeal to the sight. 

In a relevant case, Marina Abramovic’s Balkan Baroque was performed in action of sitting and 
washing a huge pile of bones over and over as her media. The use of bone shows symbolic 
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statement for death and war. Fresh bones were used to state as the reality of death, but not 
picturing it as a real situation. Her performance indirectly talked about the reality of war. She 
repeated scrubbing bones to emphasize her message of un-washable shame of all wars. The 
more she washed, the more blood and dirt got onto her clothes and it was actually impossible to 
make it clean. She used repetition in action of cleaning and scrubbing fresh bones as her 
message of trying-to-get-rid-of-things. 

As her performance, she has chosen the media of copying the real by showing the act of trying-
to-get-rid-of-things. To audience who visited her performance, I believe, would be strongly and 
directly brought to the point of her statement. As she mentioned in her speech “…And after few 
days already worms started coming out of the bones, and the smell was unbearable…”, it 
expresses the stronger picture of tragic message with broader senses, smells and changes. It 
became the fourth and fifth dimensions in her copying of the real, as her performance is already 
made as a 3-dimension work. 

 

To compare Warhol’s method and Abramovic’s performance, they use the same “repetition” 
method in different directions to emphasize pictures in order to direct messages to audience. The 
difference is Warhol’s work talked through flat media while Abramovic’s performed to make her 
message real and stronger though it was not real situation. Another difference I would like to 
discuss is that Warhol’s repetition is repeating pictures from the real, which the picture he used 
was taken by a photographer from a real situation. Abramovic’s repetition is her actual action that 
the whole was a setup of pictures from the real, or we can say she shows the real in her 
performance. The repetition in Warhol’s is the principle method while Abramovic’s repetition of 
cleaning is the way to show her main message. 
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Which way could be most understandable for my idea “Tragedy”? 

At my starting point, I have presented my research of “tragedy” by looking through many pictures. 
I collected and chose the pictures which I felt were relevant to my idea. I have taken from many 
sources from all over such as magazines, picture source books, Internet, and also taken some by 
myself. This collection of pictures is parallel to the definition of “tragedy” I value and would like to 
work on. 

After looking through all of those pictures, I started selecting some out of all for the first time, then 
come second time and third time, repeating the same action to find the best definition of my 
tragedy through pictures. I finally get a set of the final selection of pictures. 

My main awareness of tragedy upon my work is that it should be perceivable to everybody for the 
reason that I am producing a form of art, which is jewellery, and art that is reasonable is one that 
is accessible to everybody. There must be no harm and fierceness in presentation. In addition, 
which is as well should be considered appropriately to my first awareness, it should be 
understandable at the same time. These are two main conditions I first have in mind as my 
fundamental criteria. 
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Figure 11: My collection of tragedy 
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According to the gathering of pictures above and my work direction, here are traces I can imply 
shortly. 

Not a big expression as artists’ paintings. 
Not aggressive in the way of presenting and perceiving. 
Not a setup which means they are real. 
Not vivid, more simple in two-tone. 
Not a strong characters, but strong in meaning. 

They are natural happening, or a surreal copy of natural incidence. 
They are telling story spontaneously. 
They are “a death that is living”. 
They are “a life that living as dead”. 
They are caused by human and nature. 

Cause is undeniable. 
Cause is uncontrollable. 
Cause is simple. 
Cause is truth of life. 
Cause is human related. 
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Figure 12: My selected picture of tragedy 

This is the picture I have chosen among all those pictures. According to my idea, this picture 
shows most storytelling idea the way I would like to place into my work, the ideas I would like to 
discuss about. 

 
From this picture, as seen, the children bicycle was abandoned in a dirty swamp. To artistic point 
of view, there are many aspects were being told in this picture. The main issue I can see is 
“abandonment” which the use of it has been closed from one’s need while its life starts going on 
the other side, from the same issue “abandonment”. 

Storytelling: The bicycle was discarded by someone, and then later it tells another story of being 
abandoned. 
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In my explanation, I can see the story beforehand that this bicycle must be a kid’s precious piece. 
It was his/her big tool and toy taking him/her around for joyride. It was a happiness deliverer. As 
time goes by and the kid must have grown up as an adult, so this bicycle is no longer his toy and 
was thrown out as a piece of trash. It is acceptable that this bicycle is now useless for him, but the 
memory with it is there always. When the bicycle is dumped into this swamp, it creates another 
sad story. 

Another sad layer I would like to talk about is a careless love. I am showing a reflection that it 
should have worked better as memorabilia than trash. There are many better ways: Donation for 
needy kids in orders to make use or reconstructed and turns into a memorial piece. As seen this 
bicycle is still a perfect bicycle, why should it be here? 

 
However, the swamp in this picture is an obvious place where it has been left behind by the 
owner. Dirt and trash were all over, showing that this place has long been a neglected swamp. 
Not any part of this allows positive perception. Still, I appreciated the beauty of the picture. 
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How is my tragedy shaped? 

The tragedy I have seen that has been in my consideration up till now is about the power of 
emotion that is stimulated by negative control of nature to human. It could gradually happen, and 
then slowly causes tragic emotion or it could suddenly happen which greatly brings an immediate 
tragedy expression. The causes are various; most have the connection to nature’s forces. It takes 
time to heal and recover from tragedy in one’s mind. Tragic emotion bit by bit increases in 
feelings and little by little vanishes after expression. 

The direction I have chosen to conduct my topic according to my research has a relationship 
between nature matters and human body for the reason that I talk about human’s emotion. Other 
than that, my art form is jewellery which is directly put on human’s body. It is a process of 
connecting abstract theme into object works. As the tragedy I have perceived is absolutely related 
to the unpleasant side of nature to human, so that the relation of natural elements should talk too. 

Additionally, the study of Ancient Greek tragedy has said about time related to Greek theatre and 
Aristotle’s definition of tragedy. The reflection of time has simultaneously been put and initiated 
the chain of consequences as fates. In this sense I can relate to the process of how we are 
aroused and express the feeling as mentioned earlier. Experience – Feel – Expression, I would 
call this input change as “vertical transition”. This is an image in order to show a better 
understanding of the relationship between the hierarchies of Experience – Feel - Expression to 
human body. 
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Figure 13: Relationship between the hierarchies of Experience – Feel - Expression to human body 

The past is when we experience a situation that causes a feeling at present, which carries along 
the expression that will come in the future. This is objectively related to physical element. 
Interpretation of foot walking through an unpleasant situation causes tragic feelings. The feeling 
appears around the body. The flow of tragic feelings around body later becomes expression like 
teary eyes or crying. Expression is most obvious on human’s face. This is the source of tragedy 
speaking through relation to human body. 
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Figure 14: Feet as experience 

Feet as body tool walk us through experiences. Each trace we walk shows various backgrounds, 
just like different stories bring us to different emotion. The depressing experience causes a bad 
contribution. What we might see in this emotion is a scene disorderly set. Unclear or vanishing 
away traces could emit the sense of losing. 
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Figure 15: Body as feel 

Body behavior is where we show and perform feelings naturally. We start embracing ourselves 
when it comes to the situation of deep sad moment. The action looks like self-comforting by self-
concentration, while at the same time having had enough of something. Face down, crying, face 
hidden, and avoidance of receiving outer happening depict a high level of self-protection. The 
gesture of embracing oneself gives an invisible circle around that person, which creates 
awareness to others not to give more depression and to carefully communicate in any sense. 
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Figure 16: Face as expression 

Face expression is most obvious in every sentimental expression, and also in tragedy. Not all 
feelings are expressed --- it is only when feelings come to the point of overflow that they cause 
expression. We have teary eyes and crying face that shows deeply sad and tragic emotions 
inside. Eyes say many messages from the shape and look to others. Facial pose is as well 
communcative. Expression from actual inner feeling is difficult to hide. On the other hand, face 
expression is meanwhile the stage of letting go and mind recovering.  
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Hints from all body relation I have discussed are the keyword to be put into my jewellery pieces. I 
will use these traces as the shape of pieces. Traces of shoe and footprints play experience telling 
pieces, while traces of body show the collecting story, and traces of face express emotional 
countenance. 

 

The solid and stronger message will be explained by adopting the repetition of Warhol. He has 
used his concept to explain and emphasize his traumatic realism. The exact same repetition he 
made brings viewers to go deeper into the work and message. The feelings which follow after 
seeing his repetition series is the trauma of getting deeper into it and at the same time the 
emptiness of confusion. To the method I have chosen, I would rather adapt his idea to apply into 
my works. Repetition in gradation will speak the effect of time in my work in order to tell the 
change, “horizontal transition”. From starting to vanishing stage, gradation is needed to say its‘ 
steady transformation in emotion. 

 

The leaving of foot pace which will step by step fade away. 
The teardrop which the more we are sad, the more it gets bigger. 
The hidden emotion that we start with not wanting other to see, the more sadness we collect, the 
more we tend to express and it turns undeniable to hide anymore. 
The stronger shape at first shows strong feeling we have, the vanished form show healing and 
recover stage. 
 

My dear tragedy. 
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